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Areas of Success: 

• Reviewed all funding streams and areas for growth and opportunities in all regions. In review, 
San Diego needs an additional $75k in funds to operate programs effectively (mostly Caring 
Neighbors and Project Hand food pantry). SCP and TRiO are fully funded programs with the 
exception of administrative costs and grant matching requirements for volunteer services. CCLM 
currently is forecasting a deficit of over $100k. Riverside is on track to break even due to rental 
costs; however individual giving and grants need to increase to continue this trend.  

• Successfully garnered new grant from the Ramona Community Foundation ($7,500) for Senior 
Companion Program, San Diego EFSP Grant ($5k) for Project Hand. San Diego 

• Applied for: Maximus Foundation ($10k), Charles and Ruth Billingsley Foundation ($15k), Samuel 
and Katherine French Foundation ($30k), Parker Foundation ($20k), and San Diego Foundation 
($75k) for senior services for Caring Neighbors/Senior Companion Program; Pacifica Synod-
Mathew 25 for Project Hand food pantry ($1k); TRiO Upward Bound grant ($250k). Submitted 
Request for Proposal to the City of San Diego for large Senior Center in Clairemont region (rental 
cost per year would be $3,500). San Diego 

• Entered into new MOU with Interfaith Shelter Network to provide case management services 
and work with 5 local congregations in the Clairemont region to reestablish and rebuild 
partnerships. San Diego 

• Implemented staff trainings in the areas of fiscal responsibility, program analysis and 
development, and individual goal setting. This is a high priority moving forward. All regions 

• Strengthened partnerships with government officials through meetings with city council 
members regarding CPPS grant opportunity and government officials in Clairemont region. San 
Diego 

• Restructured staffing in Riverside office to focus Area Director’s attention to outreach and 
relationship-building. Hired staff (Volunteer Coordinators) to build capacity to focus on 
volunteer relationships and engagement of donors. Riverside and CCLM 

• The shelter and other housing projects administered by CCLM have received more attention. A 
big issues was pests, rodents, and bed bugs at the men’s shelter and the houses. We disposed of 
2 four ton dumpsters of everything from outdated food, storerooms full of old electronics and 
useless devices to all the clothes in the thrift store and everything in between. We received a 
violation from the health department in July 2016 due to rotten fruit and yogurt being served, 
unsanitary conditions, staff not having proper food handler’s cards or being knowledgeable of 
basic food guidelines, flies and other rodents in the kitchen and social hall, and a slew of other 
issues. They found a very long list of things that needed to be done. We successfully revamped 
the kitchen to better standards and continue to prioritize this issue. We also did a mini-



renovation project for staff offices and the thrift store. We also had the stained glass window 
that was bowing fixed by the generosity of a long-time donor. CCLM 

• CCLM has experienced significant financial loss due to untimely reporting, not allocating funds 
correctly, overdue billing (over 6 months for past 2 years), and not following contractual 
obligations; however, we believe we have corrected all of these issues and are slowly earning 
trust back from government funds to private donations.  We successfully regained the 
confidence of the ELCA through their World Hunger program for another grant in 2017. CCLM 

• Successfully reinstated usage for commercial vehicle that was inoperable because proper 
paperwork was not filed in January 2016. CCLM 

• All of the contracts are being fulfilled and financial reporting is becoming more timely. CCLM 
• Saleforce Integration for management software of donors and contracts to ensure compliance 

and proper record-keeping is in the testing phase. (Summary of what has been done: Apply for 
Salesforce instance with NPSP installed, study of NPSP data structure and built-in functionality, 
set up custom fields and possibly creation rules, perform test imports of Etapestry data, test 
creation of various donation types, account/organization types, and campaigns, email auto-
responder setup). ALL 

• Created checks and balances, program design, and implementation of consistent policies CCLM 
• New relationships with donors/volunteers and Bishop Taylor CCLM/RIVERSIDE/SAN DIEGO 
• Supported Marketing efforts to provide updated content for website, current social media 

updates, collecting stories and reports and increasing communication with constituents. ALL 

 
Update Areas of Concern from last report: 
N/A 
 
New Concerns: 

• When you take a look at the financials, the bottom lines associated with the program accounts 
are not being properly allocated. Our CFO and I are working on allocating expenses in the right 
categories to see the actual financial picture for each region (most have been dumped into a 
broad category called "Community Service"). We are working to remedy this, but it will take 
time to go back through each entry and reallocate. We are also going through the bills that have 
been dumped into the Community category to properly allocate the expenses and staff time in 
the right areas (i.e. housing programs, men's shelter, thrift store, etc. rather than under a broad 
category, Community).   

• Public relations continue to be an issue at CCLM due to the merger 
• Staff training continues to be an issues at LSS. Staff have not been empowered in the past to 

understand the functions and duties of their jobs in relation to the goals and objectives so many 
have been operating in the dark.  

• Funding sources 


